MADA QUICK START GUIDE CNC FLAT
BED ROUTER FOR 3d SURFACES

+-

1200MM X 2400MM FLAT BED CNC
ROUTER BREIF INSTRUCTIONS
FOR 3D SURFACE SHAPING, FILE
PREPARATION.
THIS DOCUMENT IS LIMITED IN SCOPE TO COMMON
PROCESSES TYPICAL OF MILLING 3 DIMENSIONAL
SURFACE SHAPES FROM SOLID BILLETS OF
MATERIAL ON A 3 AXIS CNC ROUTER. SEE ALSO
QUICK START GUIDE FOR FLAT SURFACES.
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READ THIS INFORMATION ON THE 2.5D FLAT SURFACE QUICK START GUIDE.
Please refer to the FLAT SURFACE sheet material process Quick Start Guide for the following information :
1.
2.

Basic information, how CNC works.
How to set up your file for profile, and pocket machine process (2.5D) flat surfaces which can also be used in
conjunction with 3D surface machining in the same files.

3D machining strategies used on a 3 axis CNC router.
A 3 axis machine can make continuous complex surface shapes. It can also make shapes which are hollowed out provid
ed rotation of the stock is considered. MADA has a three axis machine suitable for small metal parts and another suitable
for large timber or panel work. The principle
behind 3D machining is stock removal by passing the rotating tool back and forth over the material in a stepped pattern f
ollowing the contour of the CAD modelled part. (see step over) Typically a BALL NOSE CUTTER is used which has a he
mispherical shape at its tip. Near vertical surfaces of the object surface may retain a machined texture called scalloping,
this can be removed after the machine process. Undercuts are not possible without material rotation.

FIGURE 1

Ball Nose cutter tool.
Showing limitation to
reproducing sharp
internal shapes

Accuracy of the 3d machined surface:
Understanding the process and its limitations.
1.

Because a router bit has a diameter that is typically 6 to 25mm in diameter it cannot reproduce a sharp inside corner
or crease line, (Fig.1) but it will reproduce an external crease successfully. Material will remain on any inside crease
line that equals the radius of the cutter. The only solution is to re-machine with a smaller tool in those areas. SEE
REST MACHINING.

2.

If a small part is released from the parent material it may be dislodged or be sucked off the table by the spinning
router cutter. In any case a milling strategy has to make sure small pieces stay fixed within the parent material. A
three dimensional object can also be TABED the same as in 2D processing. This will be discussed with you when
your job is processed, but you might like to consider it at design stage. What are the best parts of a shape that can
be cleaned up afterward? Can you add extra height or width to the part somewhere that is simple to cut off after
machining?

3.

Residual tool marking. SEE STEP OVER DISTANCE.

4.

Resolution in the CAD model. Make sure mesh files and render mesh settings are on fine. CNC is capable of
recreating subtle patterns on surfaces caused by too coarse mesh settings. SEE SETTING UP YOUR CAD FILE.

Holding down the material:
There are two common ways to hold the material on the router table.
1. Clamp, screw or double sided tape the material down. Leave sufficient peripheral fixing points.
2. Suck away the air underneath the material so its held by Vacuum. (Available on large machine only)
The first methods are used for blocks or boards as they typically don’t have enough surface area to be held by vacuum.
Where there is a large surface area such as ply or foam sheet a vacuum works well. Refer to machine specifications on
the MADA web site for maximum sheet sizes for either machine. Refer to MADA Quick Start Guide for 2.5D machining
for minimum sheet size and nesting tolerances.
We need to clamp down the material securely. Typical methods require;
1.

Excess material of not less than 40mm (more is better) on opposite sides or both ends of the material. If the
material is long and thin (more than 3x longer on one side.) some central clamping is advised. Flat surface(s) on

both sides of the block where we can clamp. (Fig.2) OR
2.

The material pre fixed to a flat board not less than 16mm thick, with sufficient screws from underneath that DO
NOT project up into the area to be machined. Alternatively glued securely. (Fig. 3)
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Step over distance:
Is a programmable distance between successive passes of the tool over the surface. This has a great influence on the
tooling marks left on the surface. There is a trade off between quality of surface finish and the number of passes made.
Halving the step over doubles the machine time. The fineness of the step over depends on the nature of the part, the
material, the orientation of the surface relative to vertical, tool diameter and the ability to clean off tool marks post
machine. EG. Sanding.

FIGURE 4

STEP OVER OF 1.5MM ON A PARAMETRIC
SURFACE TEXTURE

We typically employ a step over we feel is appropriate and you can expect some clean up work will be required.
While it is possible to use ultra fine step over requiring no further dressing work the machine time is prohibitive, we
attempt to strike the right balance between our time and yours. (Fig.4)

Process of a simple 2 sided job.
The following shows the process of extracting a simple shape from a block of material, in this case requiring ‘Flip’ or 2
sided machine work. (Steps 1 to 7). A single side process for negative recess will terminate at step 3. A single sided
process for a relief or positive shape would start at step 5.

1

A bowl shape envisaged in a block. In this case the block is 3 to 5 mm thicker than the bowl shape is high.

The interior of the bowl is roughed out in vertical steps downward leaving a millimeter or two of stock in place.

2

3

Interior profile is surfaced machined with appropriate step over (blue lines) and a ball nose cutter tool.

The block is flipped 180° about its center line. This tends to be more accurate than relying on edges.

4

5

An area surrounding the exterior is roughed out, leaving 2 to 3mm intact at what is now the base.

The outer surface is finish profiled and the remaining material cut through leaving tabs.

6

7

The shape is released from parent material by hand, and the flash cleaned away.

Nesting shapes within one block.
You can place more than one part in a material block provided the block will not disintegrate during the machine process.
The MADA Quick Start Guide to 2,5D machining gives some guide lines for nesting parts cut from sheets. It is advisable
to leave wider bridges of parent material between the parts for 3D strategies as the material can be deeper and more
cutting stress is applied. Note that the tool adds its own diameter all the way around your parts. Therefore leave at least
4 to 5 times the cutter diameter between the parts.

Deep recesses and clearance to machine parts:
The following diagram illustrates potential conflicts between the material and machine parts when cutting into deep
negative recesses. You can find a spindle profile CAD drawing for both the large and small flat bed routers on the MADA
website you can import to test directly in your drawing. Ensure there will be no intersection issues in your files. (Fig 5)

FIGURE 5

Files for multi sided machine process, extra requirements:
It is much more efficient to process from one side only. It takes some time and care to align material when performing
multi sided machining strategies. Do not request this for just one or two holes or insignificant operations. You must
determine the ideal axis of rotation inside your CAD file which MUST :
1.

Stay parallel to machine axis and in the same place in X and Y.

2.

Remain the same height in Z. (equates to the center of the material in flip processing)

3.

Please export two files; one with the negative shapes upward and one with the negative shapes downward
rotated about you pre-determined axis. Superimpose the two files, make sure the parts are in the correct position
and orientation once rotated with the axis in exactly the same location relative to XYZ =ZERO. Separate the
drawings again (up and down) before submission. For processes involving more than two positions please
contact technical staff for advice.

3D and 2.5D machining in the same file:
It is possible to include both Contoured 3d shapes, pocket milling, hole drilling in the same file.Just draw your model with
all the features correctly and make notes in the annotations layer telling us what you want, including hole depths ect. We
can process the work from that point.

Rest machining:
This is a CAM Process where the fillets left on internal corners are reduced by a smaller diameter ball nose cutter. The
CAM program can automatically assign these areas. There are limits to the reduction of these fillets dependent on tool
diameter and length. Using a tool with diameter less than 6.35mm (1/4”) may be too short to reach. Consult technical
staff if it is necessary. In some circumstances a 90° inside corner is possible by changing to a flat end cutter. This must
clear parts of your model that should not be cut.

Setting up your CAD file so we can process it:
The CAD Model of your part should:
1.

Consider a way to hold down the material; clamp, screw, tab or double sided tape the material down. Think
about how this might affect your cut part and how to release it. Leave sufficient peripheral fixing area on your
material. Refer to Holding blocks and solid shapes on page 1 of this document.

2.

If you know the starting shape of your material draw it on a separate layer named ‘Material’ This could be a
simple or complicated shape, provided we can hold it down.

3.

If your project is rectilinear in nature place origin X=0, Y=0, Z=0 on the upper surface of your material and on
the lower left corner. This will create your model in the positive quadrant (see location of the part in CAD space
Fig. 6)

4.

The model should fit inside your block of material and it is good practice to leave about 2 mm of material
thickness above your CAD part.

Please include the following layers:


Material layer. Draw a solid representing the material at its actual size.



CAD MODEL(S) of parts drawn at 1:1 scale in model space and relative to origin as stated above. Inside your
material block just as it would be if you want to carve it out in the real block.



Annotation layer. Include at least one dimension and anything we should be aware of.



Any extra layers for other machine strategies such as pocket milling or drill holes.

Unit settings and accuracy of mesh settings:
The accuracy of your file will be reflected in the part we make. During the software process between CAD model and
finished part CAD model anomalies can affect the outcome.


For surface textures such as waves and ripples or topography a simple surface will suffice but you can also
apply to a solid.



For shapes in the round or hollow shells a watertight solid model is preferred. A surface model or a mesh might
encounter issues when tool pathing if the elements do not meet correctly.



We recommend a fine setting for mesh density or render mesh settings. A cord height of 0.02mm is considered
fine. In many cases 0.1mm will suffice for furniture parts and such like.



Location of the part in the X,Y,Z space of the CAD file:
In the case of CNC routing it is preferable to work in the positive quadrant of the XY plane as this corresponds directly to
the cutting table.

Y axis
Positive quadrant

X axis
Origin, or 0X, 0Y.

In some circumstances where your
shape is round you can place the X
YZ origin at the centre of your
model. This is optional. A profiled
edge of a circular table is an
example of this. Contact us directly
if you need advice, however the
default location shown on the left
covers almost any situation.

The material with the part model within should then be transformed below the X,Y, construction plane in the CAD file so
that the upper surface of the material is exactly on the X,Y plane. This will make all the shapes in negative Z space.
Accuracy with this is important if your part takes the entire thickness of the material.

FIGURE 6

File types we can accept:
While the technical team can work with most common file types it would help us if you can send your work as either: 3d
dxf, dwg, sldprt. 3dm, STEP, IGES. These formats can support solids and surfaces which are easier to process and
often more accurate than mesh files. STEP also supports layers so that is better than IGES.
STL. And other Mesh files will work but be mindful of the mesh resolution. In any case you should ensure the mesh count
and the rendering settings are set to fine for the best results. Typically we look for a chord height of not more than
0.05mm. Please consult technical team if you must submit other file types.

FOLDER and FILE Naming:
Make a new folder for your project on your hard drive and name it this way:
your student email address_your project name
EXAMPLE: xxxxxx.xxxx@monash.edu_alloy rim
Inside the folder make a separate CAD file for each new piece of material named with this convention:
First name_project_version_part number.
Version numbers: Sequential for submitted files. Part number: When more than one part (file) in a job.
This is important so we can keep track of your project and changes made during the process of machining your work.

Submitting your folder to the MADA digital Fabrication labs:


Zip your folder so it can be emailed. Keep a dated copy on your hard drive. IMPORTANT we will not store your
files once we have processed the job.



Locate the correct drop box or Google page for the machine or process you require found on the MADA website
pages and post a copy of your folder there.

When our technical staff review your files you will be sent an email giving an estimated delivery date or requiring further
action from you.
Once your file is no longer found on the drop/ drive page you will know our process has begun. You must contact the
MADA Workshop technical team if you want to change anything from this point.
When your job is ready to collect you will be emailed that advice.
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